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We examine two generalizations of 1-deterministic regular languages that are used for the

contentmodels of DTDs inXML. They are k-lookahead determinism and k-block-determinism.

The k-lookahead determinism uses the first k symbols w1w2 · · ·wk of the current input

string as lookahead to process the first symbol w1. On the other hand, the k-block-

determinism takes k w1w2 · · ·wk as lookahead and process the whole k symbols. We show

that there is a hierarchy in k-lookahead determinism and there is a proper hierarchy in k-

block-determinism. Moreover, we prove that k-block-deterministic regular languages are

a proper subfamily of deterministic k-lookahead regular languages.

© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

When people make a document, each one has his/her own writing style. However, we often need a fixed format to make

documents consistent especially when these documents are company reports or research papers with many co-authors.

People realized the need for a standard rule and introduced the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) [14]. Later,

when the web became popular and lots of documents were displayed on the web or processed online, researchers removed

some complicated parts in SGML and added new features that are suitable for theweb and introduced the ExtensibleMarkup

Language (XML) [2].

Both SGML and XML have the Document Type Definition (DTD), which is a grammar to describe how documents to be

written. The DTD is an extended context-free grammar [17]. Given a DTD, its left-hand side is a nonterminal and its right-

hand side, which is called a content model, is an extended regular expression. However, not all regular languages can be

used for content models. The SGML and XML standards require regular expressions for content models to be unambiguous

in the sense that, using formal language terminology, “a symbol that occurs in a string accepted by a regular expression E

must be able to satisfy only one occurrence of this symbol in E without looking ahead in the input string.” Hence, DTDs

are LL(1) grammars [17]. It turns out that the unambiguity in DTDs is equal to the 1-determinism studied by Brüggemann-

Klein and Wood [3,4]. A regular language L is 1-deterministic if there is a regular expression E such that L = L(E) and the

corresponding position automaton [10,11,15] is deterministic. In other words, a lookahead of one symbol when processing

a string from left to right determines a unique next position in E. Note that not all regular languages are 1-deterministic;

namely, 1-deterministic regular languages are a proper subfamily of regular languages [4].

LL(1) languages are the counterpart of 1-deterministic regular languages in context-free languages. Since there is a proper

hierarchy in LL(k) languages [1], it is natural to generalize 1-determinism in regular languages and examine whether or not

there is a similar hierarchy in the generalized determinism. Giammarresi et al. [9] pointed out that there are two possible
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generalizations of 1-determinism. The first is based on a lookahead of at most k ≥ 1 symbols to determine the next, at

most one, matching position in a given regular expression. The second is similar except that when we use a lookahead of

l symbols, we must match the next l positions uniquely at a single step. The first notion defines deterministic k-lookahead

regular expressions and the second notion defines k-block-deterministic regular expressions. The two notions are certainly

different. We compare the two notions and investigate, for each notion, whether or not there exists a proper hierarchy in

regular languages.

In Section 2, we define some basic notions. In Section 3, we give a formal definition of deterministic k-lookahead regular

languages and show that there is a hierarchy in k-lookahead determinism. Then, we examine k-block-deterministic regular

languages and demonstrate that there is a proper hierarchy in k-block-determinism in Section 4. Moreover, we prove that

k-block-deterministic regular languages are a proper subfamily of deterministic k-lookahead regular languages.We conclude

the paper with an open problem in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

Let � denote a finite alphabet of characters and �* denote the set of all strings over �. A language over � is any subset of

�*. The symbol ∅ denotes the empty language and the symbol λ denotes the null string. Given two strings x and y over �,

we say that x is a prefix of y if there is a stringw ∈ �* such that xw = y. Given a set X of strings, X is prefix-free if no string in

X is a prefix of any other string in X .

A finite-state automaton (FA) A is specified by a tuple (Q ,�,δ,s,F), where Q is a finite set of states, � is an input alphabet,

δ ⊆ Q × � × Q is a set of transitions, s ∈ Q is the start state and F ⊆ Q is a set of final states. Given a transition (p,a,q) in δ,

where p,q ∈ Q and a ∈ �, we say that p has an out-transition and q has an in-transition. Furthermore, p is a source state of q

and q is a target state of p. A string x over � is accepted by A if there is a labeled path from s to a state in F such that this path

spells out the string x. Thus, the language L(A) of an FA A is the set of all strings that are spelled out by paths from s to a final

state in F . We assume that an FA A has only useful states; that is, each state appears on some path from the start state to some

final state.

For complete background knowledge in automata theory, the reader may refer to textbooks [13,16].

3. Deterministic k-lookahead regular languages

We examine the first alternative of generalization of 1-determinism suggested by Giammarresi et al. [9]: If we use a

lookahead of k symbols, we must determine at most one matching position.

3.1. Deterministic k-lookahead regular expressions

Given a regular expression E, we assign a unique positive integer for each character appearance, from 1 to m, where m

is the total number of appearances and denote it by E′. We call E′ a marked regular expression and the integers positions.

For example, if E = (a + b)*a(a + b), then E′ = (1 + 2)*3(4 + 5). Note that E′ is defined over N = {1,2, . . . ,m} and there is a

mapping i2c from E′ to E. The mapping i2c(p) gives the corresponding character in E for a given position p. We can restore

characters from amarked regular expression using the i2cmapping.We denote this operation as �. If E is a regular expression

over N, then E� is the regular expression over � that is obtained from E by restoring characters from positions using the i2c

mapping. The restoring operation can be extended to strings and languages. Then, we have L(E�) = L(E)�. Let wi denote the

ith character of string w.

Definition 1. A regular expression E is deterministic k-lookahead if and only if, for all strings u,v,w over N = {1,2, . . . ,m} and
all strings x,y of length k over N, the conditions uxv,uyw ∈ L(E′) and x /= y imply either x� /= y� or x� = y� and x1 = y1, where

m is the total number of character appearances of E. A regular language is deterministic k-lookahead if it is defined by some

deterministic k-lookahead regular expression.

In otherwords, for each stringw of the language denoted by a deterministic k-lookahead regular expression E, there is one

marked string v in L(E′) such that v� = w. Furthermore, v can be computed incrementally by examining the next k symbols

of w. It is not difficult to see that this definition is independent of the marking E′ chosen for E.

Given a regular expression E and a regular language L, we define E# = E · #k and L# = {x#k | x ∈ L}, where # /∈ � to ensure

that E# has at least k character appearances and each string in L# has at least length k. Note that this appending procedure

does not affect E or L at all.

Definition 2. For a language L, we define the following three sets:

firstk(L) = {b | there is a string w such that bw ∈ L#,|b| = k}.
lastk(L) = {b | there is a string w such that wb ∈ L#,|b| = k}.
followk(L,a) = {b | there are strings v and w such that vabw ∈ L#,|b| = k}, for each symbol a.
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Fig. 1. From the current state qi , we determine a next state qi+1 using the k-lookahead from the current input string position ai+1. Note that after reading

the single character ai+1, we append ai+k+1 to make a new k-lookahead to determine the next state from state qi+1.

We can extend these sets to regular expressions; for example, given a regular expression E, firstk(E) = firstk(L(E)).

Lemma 3. For a marked regular expression E′
# and an integer k ≥ 1, an integer string x1 · · · xn belongs to L(E′

#) if and only if the

following three conditions hold:
(1) x1x2 · · · xk ∈ firstk(E

′
#)

(2) xn−k+1xn−k+2 · · · xn ∈ lastk(E
′
#)

(3) xi+1xi+2 · · · xi+k ∈ followk(E
′
#,xi), for all, 1 ≤ i ≤ n−k

The proof is a straightforward induction on E′
#. It is essential, though, that E

′
# is marked; for the regular expression aaa, the

string aa is not in L(aaa), although aa ∈ first2(aaa) ∩ last2(aaa) ∩ follow2(aaa,a).

Lemma 3 shows that, for each marked regular expression E#, the conditions uzv,xzy ∈ L(E#) and |z| = k imply uzy,xzv ∈
L(E#). Therefore, we can give an alternative characterization of deterministic k-lookahead regular expressions.

Lemma 4. Given an integer k ≥ 1, a regular expression E# is deterministic k-lookahead if and only if the following two conditions

hold:
(1) For all x,y ∈ firstk(E

′
#), x /= y implies either x� /= y� or x� = y� and x1 = y1.

(2) For all z ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m} and x,y ∈ followk(E
′
#,z), x /= y implies either x� /= y� or x� = y� and x1 = y1.

We give an example of a regular expression E and its marked expression E′
#, and demonstrate how to decide whether or

not E# is deterministic k-lookahead.

Example: Given a regular expression E = (a + b)*a(a + b), when k = 2, E# = (a + b)*a(a + b)## and E′
# = (1 + 2)*3(4 +

5)67. Then, firstk(E
′
#) = {11,12,21,22,13,23,34,35}. Let x = 11 and y = 34. Note that x /= y but x� = y� = aa and x1 = 1 /= 3 = y1.

Therefore, E# is not deterministic 2-lookahead by Lemma 4.

3.2. Deterministic k-lookahead position automata

We examine the structural properties of deterministic k-lookahead regular expressions in position automata.

Glushkov [10,11] suggested the position construction2 in 1960 and McNaughton and Yamada [15] also presented it in-

dependently at about the same time. The construction is based on the three sets, first1(E),last1(E) and follow1(E,i) of

positions of a regular expression E. For details on the position construction and its structural properties, refer to Caron

and Ziadi [6].

Let an FA A = (Q ,�,δ,s,F) be a deterministic finite-state automaton (DFA) and a string w = a1a2 · · · an be in L(A). Then,

there exists a unique accepting sequence, s,q1,q2, . . . ,qn such that (s,a1,q1) ∈ δ, (qi−1,ai,qi) ∈ δ, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and qn ∈ F .

Suppose that we want to find an accepting sequence by scanning an input string w once from left to right in a nondeter-

ministic position automaton A. Assume that we are at state qi after reading a1a2 · · · ai in A. It would be desirable if we can

determine the next state qi+1 and read out ai+1 by looking at the next k symbols ai+1ai+2 · · · ai+k . If a position automaton has

this property for all states, we call it a deterministic k-lookahead position automaton.

The intuitive idea in a deterministic k-lookahead position automaton is that if we are constructing an accepting sequence

from an input string w = a1a2 · · · an and we already have s,q1, . . . ,qi after reading a1a2 · · · ai, then we can identify qi+1 by

looking at the next k symbols of w. Note that if we do not see all of w when determining qi+1, then we do not really know

2 In the early literature, it was called Glushkov construction. Recently, some researchers started to call it position construction since the

construction is based on positions of characters in a given regular expression.
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Fig. 2. A part of a position automaton.

whetherwwill be ultimately accepted or not. Thus, the deterministic k-lookahead condition implies that qi+1 is independent

(except for the next k symbols) of what is the remaining part of w.

Definition 5. Given a deterministic k-lookahead position automaton A and a state q, we define window Fk(q) to be the set

of all strings of length k spelled out from q in A.

For example in Fig. 2, F3(q) = {aba,abb,abc,bca,bcb,bcc,cab}.
Given a set Fk = {α1,α2, . . . ,αm} of strings of length k, and a string β, we define a catenation β · Fk as follows:

β · Fk = {βα1,βα2, . . . ,βαm}.

Definition 6. Let an FA A be a position automaton and q0 be a state that has (q0,a0,q0), (q0,a1,q1), (q0,a2,q2), . . . , (q0,am,qm)

as out-transitions in A, where qi /= qj for 0 ≤ i,j ≤ m. Then, A is deterministic k-lookahead if, for each state q0 in A and i /= j,

ai · Fk−1(qi) ∩ aj · Fk−1(qj) = ∅.

Stated less formally, A is deterministic k-lookahead if given a string xy ∈ �* and the first k symbols of y, there is at most

one out-transition that can spell out the k symbols from a state that we reach after reading x in A.

Assume that we have computed the window for all states in a given deterministic k-lookahead position automaton A.

Then, when we read a string w = a1a2a3 · · · at a state q in A, we check whether or not Fk(q) has a string a1a2 · · · ak . If
a1a2 · · · ak /∈ Fk(q), then we immediately know thatw /∈ L(A). Otherwise, we compute a set {q1,q2, . . . ,qm} of states reachable
from qwith a1. Ifm = 1, then we read a1 and move to q1 in A. Ifm > 1, then we search for a state q′ whose window Fk−1 has

a2a3 · · · ak and move to the state after reading a1. Note that q′ is unique since A is deterministic k-lookahead.

Thisproceduregives analgorithmthatdetermineswhetherornot agivenpositionautomaton isdeterministick-lookahead

in polynomial time. We first construct the window Fk−1 for each state q and check the condition in Definition 6 for each pair

of out-transitions from q.

Theorem 7. A regular expression E is deterministic k-lookahead if and only if its position automaton A is deterministic

k-lookahead.

Proof. Assume that A is not deterministic k-lookahead. This implies that there is a state q in A such that

ai · Fk−1(qi) ∩ aj · Fk−1(qj) /= ∅,
where (q,ai,qi),(q,aj ,qj) ∈ δ and qi /= qj . Let w ∈ ai · Fk−1(qi) ∩ aj · Fk−1(qj) and z be the corresponding position of q in E′.

Because ofw, there are twodistinct paths that spell outw from q inA and, thus, there are two integer strings x,y ∈ followk(E
′,z),

where x� = y�. (If q is the start state, then we can find such x and y in firstk(E
′).) Note that x1 /= y1 since qi /= qj . This violates

the condition in Lemma 4—a contradiction.

Assume that E is not deterministic k-lookahead. This implies that there are two integer strings x,y of E′ such that x,y ∈
followk(E

′,z) or x,y ∈ firstk(E
′) for a position z of E′ and x� = y� but x1 /= y1. Let q,qi and qj be the corresponding states for z,x1

and y1 in A, respectively. Then, (q,x
�

1
,qi) ∈ δ and (q,y

�

1
,qj) ∈ δ, where x

�

1
= y

�

1
. This shows that for a state q,

x
�

1
· Fk−1(qi) ∩ y

�

1
· Fk−1(qj) /= ∅

since x� belongs to both x
�

1
· Fk−1(qi) and y

�

1
· Fk−1(qj) — a contradiction. �
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3.3. Hierarchy of deterministic k-lookahead regular languages

The notion of k-lookahead determinism is very similar to the notion of LL(k) context-free languages. Note that there is a

proper hierarchy in LL(k) context-free languages [1]; namely, there are some languages that are defined by LL(k) grammars

but cannot be defined by any LL(k−1) grammars. Brüggemann-Klein andWood [4] demonstrated that there are some regular

languages that are not deterministic 1-lookahead, which is one-unambiguous in their terminology. Therefore, it is natural to

investigate whether or not there is a proper hierarchy based on k-lookahead determinism in regular languages.

Recall that a regular language L is deterministic k-lookahead if L is denoted by a deterministic k-lookahead regular

expression E by Definition 1. Brüggemann-Klein and Wood [4] showed that L((a + b)*a(a + b)n), for each n ≥ 1, is not

deterministic 1-lookahead. We, then, examine the regular expression (a + b)*a. Note that the regular expression (a + b)*a

is not deterministic 1-lookahead whereas the corresponding regular language L = L((a + b)*a) is deterministic 1-lookahead

since L canbedefinedby adeterministic 1-lookahead regular expression; L = L((a + b)*a) = L(b*a(a + bb*a)*) and the regular

expression b*a(a + bb*a)* is deterministic 1-lookahead as shown in Fig. 3.

Lemma 8. There exists a strictly deterministic 2-lookahead regular language.

Proof. Let L = L((a + b)*a(a + b)). Note that L is not deterministic 1-lookahead [4]. To show that L is deterministic 2-

lookahead, it is enough to give a deterministic 2-lookahead regular expression. Fig. 4 shows the position automaton for

b*a(a + bb*a)*(a + b).

It is easy to verify that the position automaton in Fig. 4 is a deterministic 2-lookahead position automaton. Therefore, L

is a strictly deterministic 2-lookahead regular language. �

Using an argument similar to that of Lemma 8, we establish the following statement.

Corollary 9. L((a + b)*a(a + b)k), for k ≥ 0, is deterministic (k+1)-lookahead.

Corollary 9 shows that there is a hierarchy of deterministic k-lookahead regular languages. However, it is not sufficient

to show that the hierarchy is proper. For example, we do not know if the deterministic 3-lookahead regular language L((a +
b)*a(a + b)2) can be defined by a deterministic 2-lookahead regular expression. Thus, the problem for showing whether or

not there is a proper hierarchy in deterministic k-lookahead regular languages is still open.

Fig. 3. The position automaton for b*a(a + bb*a)* . Note that the FA is deterministic and, thus, L(b*a(a + bb*a)*) is deterministic 1-lookahead.

Fig. 4. The position automaton for b*a(a + bb*a)*(a + b).
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Fig. 5. We are currently at state qi after reading a1 · · · ai . Now if we use a lookahead of k symbols ai+1 · · · ai+k to determine the next state, then we read the

whole ai+1 · · · ai+k and move to ai+k+1. Note that we have read the whole k symbols and, thus, it is certainly different from the case in Fig. 1.

4. k-block-deterministic regular languages

We examine the second alternative of generalization of 1-determinism suggested by Giammarresi et al. [9]: If we use a

lookahead of k symbols, we must match the next k positions uniquely. Fig. 5 illustrates it.

As depicted in Fig. 5, we read a block of characters (k symbols) at a single step. This leads us to examine block automata,3

which were introduced by Eilenberg [7]. Block automata allow transition labels to be nonempty strings or blocks over �

instead of single characters. A block automaton is specified by a tuple (Q ,�,�,δ,s,F), where � is a set of subsets �+ of � and

δ ⊆ Q × � × Q . If the maximum block size of a given block automaton A is k, then we say that A is a k-block automaton. For

example, a traditional FA is an 1-block automaton.

Let B(q) be the set of blocks of all out-transitions of q in A. Giammarresi and Montalbano [8] defined deterministic block

automata as follows:

Definition 10. A block automaton A = (Q ,�,�,δ,s,F) is a deterministic block automaton if the following conditions hold:

(1) For two transitions (q,x,p1) and (q,y,p2), x = y if and only if p1 = p2, where x and y are strings over �.

(2) For each state q, B(q) is prefix-free.

A DFA, for instance, is a deterministic block automaton with k = 1.

Recently, Han and Wood [12] re-examined expression automata, which allow regular expressions on transitions, and

introduced deterministic expression automata based on prefix-freeness.

Giammarresi et al. [9] introduced k-block-deterministic regular languages as an extension of 1-deterministic regular

languages. Note that a regular language L is 1-deterministic if there exists a deterministic position automaton A such that

L = L(A). For a state q of a nondeterministic finite-state automaton (NFA) A, we define the orbit of q, denoted by O(q), to be

the strongly connected component of q in A; that is, it is the set of states of A that can be reached from q and from which q

can be reached. We consider the orbit of q to be trivial if it consists of only the state q and there are no transitions from q to

itself in A.

Definition 11 (Brüggemann-Klein and Wood [4]). A state q of an NFA A is a gate of its orbit O(q) if q is a final state or q has an

out-transition to a state outside O(q). A has the orbit property if all the gates of each orbit have identical connections to the

outside world. More precisely, if any pair q1 and q2 of gates in the same orbit satisfies the following two conditions:

(1) q1 is a final state if and only if q2 is a final state.

(2) For all states q outside the orbit of q1 and q2, there is a transition (q1,a,q) in A if and only if there is a transition (q2,a,q)

in A.

Brüggemann-Klein and Wood [4] observed that a position automaton always has the orbit property and if a given

position automaton is deterministic, then the orbit property is preserved under the state minimization. Based on these

observations, they designed an algorithm that determines whether or not a given minimal DFAM defines a 1-deterministic

3 Block automata were called generalized automata by Eilenberg [7].
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regular language; the algorithm checks whether or not M satisfies the orbit property. Furthermore, they showed that if M

defines a 1-deterministic regular language, then we can compute a 1-deterministic regular expression for L(M).

Definition 12. Wedefinearegular languageL tobek-block-deterministic if thereexistsak-blockautomatonA′ = (Q ,�,�,δ,s,F)

that satisfies the following conditions:

(1) A′ is a position automaton over �.

(2) A′ is a deterministic block automaton.

(3) L = L(A′).
It is easy to verify that a position automaton A for a 1-deterministic regular language is 1-block-deterministic.

Lemma 13 (Giammarresi et al. [9]). Let M be a minimal DFA for a k-block-deterministic regular language. We can transform M

to a deterministic k-block automaton that satisfies the orbit property using state elimination.

Roughly speaking, state elimination of a state q in an FA is the bypassing of state q, q’s in-transitions, q’s out-transitions

and q’s self-looping transition with equivalent expression transition sequences. For details on state elimination, refer to

Brzozowski and McCluskey Jr. [5] or Wood [16].

Fig. 6 gives an example of Lemma 13: An FA A does not satisfy the orbit property since q1 and q2 are gates of the

same orbit and they have different target states for the same label b. On the other hand, once we eliminate q2 from

A, then the resulting block automaton A′ satisfies the orbit property. Thus, L(A) is 2-block-deterministic but not 1-block-

deterministic.

Now a natural question from Fig. 6 is whether or not there exists a k-block-deterministic regular language that is not

(k−1)-block-deterministic. In other words, whether or not there is a proper hierarchy in k-block-determinism.

Theorem 14. There is a proper hierarchy in k-block-deterministic regular languages.

Proof. A (k−1)-block-deterministic regular language is k-block-deterministic by definition. Thus, it is enough to show that

there is a k-block-deterministic regular language that is not (k−1)-block-deterministic.

Let L be L((ak)*(ak−1bb + ba)b*) and A be its minimal DFA as shown in Fig. 7. Note that A has two orbits O(q1) and O(q5)

and does not satisfy the orbit property since two gates q1 and q2 of O(q1) do not have the same target state for the label b.

If L is a (k−1)-block-deterministic regular language, then we should be able to transform A to a deterministic (k−1)-block

automaton that satisfies the orbit property using state elimination due to Lemma 13. However, the only way of transforming

A to a block automaton that satisfies the orbit property is to eliminate all states of O(q1) except for q1. Otherwise, there are

always two gates for O(q1) and the two gates have different target states. Thus, we eliminate k−2 states and the maximum

block size is k not k−1. Namely, we cannot have a (k−1)-block automaton that satisfies the orbit property. Therefore, L is

k-block-deterministic but not (k−1)-block-deterministic. �

We have examined two different ways of generalizing 1-determinism. The two definitions, one is deterministic k-

lookahead and the other is k-block deterministic, are certainly different. Then, the next question is how different they

are.

Theorem 15. k-block-deterministic regular languages are a proper subfamily of deterministic k-lookahead regular

languages.

Fig. 6. An FA A is the minimal DFA for L((aa)*(abb + ba)b*) and A′ is a deterministic block automaton that satisfies the orbit property. Note that we obtain

A′ from A by the state elimination of q2.
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Fig. 7. An FA A is the minimal DFA for L((ak)*(ak−1bb + ba)b*) and A′ is a deterministic block automaton that satisfies the orbit property. Note that A′ is a
k-block automaton and, thus, L(A′) is k-block-deterministic by Lemma 13.

Proof. We first define a new operation that is useful for the proof. Given a transition (p,αβ,q) in a block automaton A =
(Q ,�,�,δ,s,F), where αβ is the catenation of two strings α and β, we define the block expansion of (p,αβ,q) to be A′ = (Q ∪
{q′},�,�,δ ∪ {(p,α,q′),(q′,β,q)} \ {(p,αβ,q)},s,F). Note that block expansion is the reverse operation of state elimination.

Let L be a k-block-deterministic regular language. Then, by definition, there is a k-block automaton A = (Q ,�,�,δ,s,F)

that satisfies the three conditions in Definition 12. Since A is a position automaton over �, we transform A to a traditional

FAA′ = (Q ′,�,δ′,s,F)usingblockexpansion. SinceA is apositionautomatonover� andblockexpansionpreserves the structural

properties of position automata, A′ is also a position automaton over �. Therefore, if we can show that A′ is deterministic

k-lookahead, then L is also deterministic k-lookahead.

We use Definition 6 for showing that A′ is deterministic k-lookahead. Since, all states in Q ′ \ Q of A′ have a single out-

transition, the condition in Definition 6 always holds for these states. Thus, we only need to consider the states from Q in A′.
Assume that L is not deterministic k-lookahead and, therefore, there is a state q ∈ Q in A′ such that

w1 · Fk−1(p1) ∩ w1 · Fk−1(r1) /= ∅,
where p1 and r1 are different target states of q and w1 is a character over �. Let w ∈ w1 · Fk−1(p1) ∩ w1 · Fk−1(r1). This

implies that there are two sequences of states that spell out w; namely, both (q,w1,p1) → (p1,w2,p2) → · · · → (pk−1,wk ,pk)

and (q,w1,r1) → (r1,w2,r2) → · · · → (rk−1,wk ,rk) spell out w = w1w2 · · ·wk . Let pi and rj , for 1 ≤ i,j ≤ k, be from Q such that

pi′ /∈ Q for i′ < i and rj′ /∈ Q for j′ < j. Thus, (q,w1w2 · · ·wi,pi) and (q,w1w2 · · ·wj ,rj) are in δ of A. There are three possible cases:

(1) i < j : w1w2 · · ·wi is a prefix of w1w2 · · ·wj , which violates the second condition in Definition 10.

(2) i > j : Symmetry to the first case.

(3) i = j : Since pi /= rj in the case, it violates the first condition in Definition 10.

In any of three cases, A is not a deterministic k-block automaton and it contradicts our assumption that A is a de-

terministic block-automaton. Therefore, there do not exist such states in A′ and, thus, A′ is a deterministic k-lookahead

position automaton. Hence, if L is a k-block-deterministic regular language, then L is also a deterministic k-lookahead regular

language.

Next,we showthat there is a k-lookahead regular language that is not k-block-deterministic. InCorollary9,wehaveproved

that L((a + b)*a(a + b)k−1) is deterministic k-lookahead and Giammarresi et al. [9] demonstrated that the same language is

not k-block-deterministic. �

5. Conclusions

DTDs are LL(1) grammars for XML documents and the content models for DTDs must be unambiguous. Brüggemann-

Klein and Wood [4] observed it and investigated the 1-deterministic regular languages. They showed that 1-deterministic

regular languages are a proper subfamily of regular languages. Since 1-deterministic regular languages are the counterpart

of LL(1) languages in context-free languages and there is a proper hierarchy in LL(k) languages, we have generalized 1-

determinism and examined whether or not there is a similar hierarchy.
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In LL(k) languages, we look at k symbols of an input string to decide the next step of the procedure. Similarly, we can

assume that we are allowed to look at k symbols of an input string in a given FA. Giammarresi et al. [9] mentioned two

possible ways of processing an input string using k symbols as lookahead.

First, we have studied deterministic k-lookahead determinism and showed that there is a deterministic 2-lookahead

regular language that is not deterministic 1-lookahead. In addition, we have also demonstrated that there is a hierarchy in

k-lookahead determinism.

Second, we have proved that there is a proper hierarchy in k-block-determinism proposed by Giammarresi et al. [9]. Fur-

thermore, we have shown that k-block-deterministic regular languages are a proper subfamily of deterministic k-lookahead

regular languages.

Open problem: Corollary 9 only shows that there is a hierarchy in k-lookahead determinism. However, we do not know

if the hierarchy is proper or not. Thus, the main open problem is whether or not there is a proper hierarchy in k-lookahead

determinism. We conjecture a positive answer because of Theorems 14 and 15.
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